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Abstract. This is an in depth study of “list” in the sense of LISP. In particular, the not;on is 
algebraicized. 
Anticipating that some who read this title will react with, ” ell, that’s a pecilliar 
topic for an entire paper!“, we give in this section am abbre ted account of how 
this paper came abosdt. 
There has been some recognition in the programming com.nunity that it would 
rable to “do something” which would enable programmers to “stand 
ers of” other programmers - rather than “on their feet”.’ In recent 
years there has been some talk of “programming concepts” as a suitable vehicle 
toward tl-at end. Since many “programming concepts” appear to originate with 
various “live” ogramming la!raguages, we examined the feasibility of giving a brief 
which would render the basic 
ter iS eas n 
st sto th 
9 
rs 0 , 
ay we stand on eat 
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applicability, e.g. distinguishing between “concrete descriptions” and “algebraic 
descriptions”. Indeed the enterprise in which we have engaged, and report on here, 
may be viewed as promoting a sharper use of the idea of “equality” or “identity”.* 
We believe that studies uch as this one, directed toward the clarification of basic 
programming concepts, eventually will permit a succinct and transparent descrip 
tion of the “essence” of each programming language. These descriptions would be 
purely semantical as opposed to the present descriptions which are almost purely 
syntactical. An analogy may help indicate what we have in mind. A description of 
the “essence” of the first order predicate calculus, as we see it, would focus on the 
notion of a relation on a set X being “first order definable” from a set of relations 
on that set X. This involves the mathematical concept “relation” and operations on 
relations yielding a relation, but involves no syntax. The role of the syntax is to 
provide a notation for expressing first order definability. 
1. Introduction 
Since the advent of “list processing” languges, e.g., [7], [b], the importance of the 
programming concept “list structure” or “list” in the sense of “the” LISP 
programming !anguage, has often been emphasized. (See the historical account in 
[5] p. 459.) It is curious and disconcerting then to find that if one queries a normally 
articulate speaker about his use, or LISP’s use, of the word “‘list”, the speaker tends 
to become incoherent and, under repeated prodding, churlish or remorseful. This 
creates an aura of mystery about the concept. Is the concept complicated then? Is 
ihe concept foreign to disciplines other than programming? 
A partial answer to theEe questions is provided by the use of list structures in [2]. 
A univariate polynomial over, say, the set J (or better, the ring) of integers is often 
exemplified by expressions uch as 
aa+alx+a2x2t+-+a,xn, PZSO Y (1 0 . 
where ai E J. (We permit a, -= 0. Thus t.here are distinct expressions “of the above 
kind” which describe the same polynomial. We might have included the empty 
ression among the above but this would merely give us another name for the 
zero polynomial for which we already h.ave a multiplicity of names.) Univariate 
polynomials over J are ofterl described, simply, by finite sequences 
( alp, al, a*, . l l , a,) ai E J. (12) . 
An (r + I)-variate polynomial, r > G, G-,ver J is often defined as a univariate 
olynomial over the ring of r-variate poiynomials. us a 2-variate polynomial may 
recommend thebrief section n the theory of in [9]. See also [l], she 
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be described by (1.2) where the ai, 0 < i s n, are non-null finite sequences of 
integers; a 3-variate polynomial may then be described by (1.2) where the ai are 
non-null finite sequences of non-null finite sequences of integers; etc. These finite 
sequences provide examples of what we shall call “hierarchical J-lists”. While this 
use of list structures amply demonstrates the hierarchical nature of the notion, it 
does not require the use of all hierarchical J-lists (which we have not yet defined). 
So we turn to another source. 
Since [5] contains a well-rounded discussion of “information structures”, we 
select it. 
In [5, p. 3121 the concept List (capitalized), “commonly called a ‘list structure’ ”
discussed. We quote from this page. 
A List is defined (recursively) as a finite sequence of zero or more atoms or Lists. 
IIere ‘atom’ is an undefined concept referring to elements from any universe of 
objects that might be desired, so long as it is possible to distinguish an atom from 
a List. 
rrom the quoted passage together with examples given on the same page together 
with an illustration of a “tree structure” which “corresponds to” one of those 
examples, one gets a pretty good impression of what Knuth means by “List”. 
Moreover, thy notation Knuth employs to denote Lists appears to correspond 
closely to the “list notation” employed in the LISP 1.5 manual [a]. (We say appears 
to because neither Knuth nor the manual delineates the set of all “list notations” 
based on a given set A of atoms. We define the set of all A-lists in string form 
(which may readily be correlated with “list notations”) in Section 7). 
In as much as wi; believe the notion involved has considerable importance in 
computer science we are not satisfied with a “pretty good impression” and so we 
scrutinize the quoted passage critically. We believe this scrutiny, directly or 
indirectly, will be useful in the clarification of other programming concepts as well. 
First we examine “atom”. We understand “distinguish”, in the context of this 
quote, to mean: if a is an atom and s is a finite sequence (all Lists are finite 
s(equences according to the quote) then a# s. We agree this property of atoms is 
sufficient (although not necessary) to get, for example, the desired correlation with 
“list notation”. (Cf. [8, Ch. 71 especially pp. 289-290 noting that Stoll’s “individu- 
als” have the property of nuth’s “atoms” provided we understand, as is customary 
xiomatic set theory, that a finite sequence is a certain kind of set.) 
esides “ato e notion Yinite sequence” is crucially involved in 
bile. up to now, we were assuming evervone 
ad better tabulate whai we u 
as a unique length which is a non-negative 
integer (notation: 1 s I), 
(11 ) . 
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There is a unique s such that 1 s I= 0 
called the dull sequenre, 
it is meaningful to speak of the ith item in s, 
(notation: si), where 2 s i s 1 s 1, 
(12) . 
(13) . 
if s’ is anothier finite sequence then s = s’ 
iff both Is/:= Is’/ and Zi = s: for each i 
_ satisfying 1 :d i 52 I s 1 
(14) . 
An alternative notation for the finite sequence S where 1 s I = 0, 1,2,3,. l . ) n 
respectively is: 
7 
( 1 J 
( ) Sl 
(15) . 
(16) . 
($9 SP) (1 7) . 
(s*, .s2, %) (1 8) . 
( Sl, gs2, a..,&). (1% . 
The provisrp iwe have in mind is this. One might well adopt the point of view that 
“finite sequence” as described here is too vague in as much as the “universe of 
objects” from which items are chosen is left totally unspecified. (If we were 
presupposing at this1 point, a general set theory the universe of objerzts would 
consist of sets and, possibly, individuals.) This vagueness i removed if one speaks 
of “finite sequence of elements of E” where E is a previously defined set. (The 
items of the finite sequence, in this case, are required to be elements of E.) 
or simplicity we adopt Zermelo-Fraenkel-Skolem set theory as a base (cf. [S, 
Ch. 71) and identify “finite sequence of length PZ” with “function with domain [n]” 
where [n] = (1,2,. . . , n}. Thus, for finite sequence s, s(i) = sj for each i e [I s I]. We 
let E* be the set of all finite sequences of elements of E while E+ is the set of all 
finite sequences of of positive length. 
om” and “finite’ quence understood and we 
t Q be an atom. n according to the quoted 
(1.10) 
(a) (Li2) 
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e length of the sequence (1.10) is 0, the length of the seq enccs (j:l_l)j (ll?), 
13) is 1, the length of (1 .:l s 5, and the length of the s uence (1.15) is 2. 
,‘e now ask for an exa le of a finite sequence which is NOT a List. 
xamination of the quoted passage reveals that there is no basis for stating that a 
given finite sequence is NOT a List. 
A tentative explanation suggests itself: a “closure clause” is supposed to be 
is kind of omission is not unusual and, at least, sometimes there is 
roblem in filling the gap.) The closure clause might take the following awkward 
(1.16) a finite sequence is a List only if its being so follows from the above. 
A cleaner and sharper procedure is, first, to establish the following assertion, 
3. here A is a set of atoms (or, indeed, any set). 
There is a set L 
‘L)* * SEL, 
(necessarily unique) such that 
(b) i,’ L’ satisfies 
sE(A us,‘)* * SEL’ 
then L c L’. In fact 
L = LOUL~UL~U-~ 
where 
Lo = {( )I9 
L i+l = Li U (P U Li)+, i >O. 
We may then efine L to be the set of all -Lists (or hierarchical A -lists) where 
A is, say, a set of atoms. (The qualification “set of atoms” is re-examined later cf. 
Section 8.) 
At this point we would e ready to leave this matter were it not for the following 
distressing circumstance. 
are the set theories wit 
e axiom of re 
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Tne sentence3 preceding display (5) p. 313, will be discussed at the end of 
Section 8. 
The main objective of our remarks, however, is not to criticize p. 313, display (5), 
[s], (in fact, we find Knuth’s discussion of “List” and related matters ma+~t 
rewarding), but to contribute precision and clarity to a fundamental programming 
concept. The main vehicle for this contribution is an “algebraic object” (introduced 
in Section 6) which leads to the notion “hierarchical A-list in algebraic form”. By 
means of this algebraic object we can make precise the sense in which an A -List as 
defined above “corresponds to” a finite “A-leaved rooted tree”. This algebraic 
object focuses, vire believe, on the essence of the notion and largely frees our 
discussion from technical set-theoretic questions. 
Some indication of the content of the remainder of our discussion is given by the 
f( jllowing brief section descriptions. 
Section 2. The structures & E YB of finite B-leaved rooted trees in algebraic * 
form. 
Section 3. Uniqueness (up to unique isomorphism) of TB. 
Section 4. Finite B -1eavt:d rooted trees in string form; TsB = TB. 
Section 5. Finite B-leaved rooted trees in raphical form; Tg,B - Tdy+ 
Section 6. The structures LA E 5EA of A-Li s and its uniqueness (up to unique 
isomorphism); Lg,A = La == Ldy.A. 
Section 7. A -Lists in string form and List notation; I,s,A. 
Section 8. B-leaved rooted trees in sequential form; Tseq,B. 
Section 9. Relating TB to general algebra via TA. Also TB*, B’ = A,,. 
Section 10. Relating simple (linear) A -Lists to (ordered) pairs. 
SeCtiOn 11. The structures & E gB of hierarchical B-pairs. The tree -binary tree 
cal B-pairs in string form and the S-expressions of 
Section 13. Brief mention (linked lists, etc.). 
Section 14. Concluding remarks. 
Glossary. 
References. 
rees i is 
fdet B be any set. Let TB be the class of s%uctures defined below. ection 3 
we show any two structures i are uniquely isomorphic (afier defining 
“isomorphism”). The structures defined axiomaticalIy in this section, receive 
ists may overlap (i.e. sub-lists need not be 
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concrete representation i  Sections 4 and 5. (The ‘“meaning” of Axioms 1 and 2 
below becomes more intuitive then.) 
Let 3”’ consist of the following data: 
a set T, 
an injection c : B --j T, 
a function d . T+ N, where N is the set of non-negative integers (‘W for 
“depth”, though the word “height” would do as well), 
a function c : T++ T, 
satisfying the following two axioms: 
Axiom 1. d (b (b)) = 0 for each b E B. 
Axiom 2. (a) If t E T - L(B) then there is a unique u E T’ such that t = c(u); 
(b) if t = c(u) then d(t) = 1+ d(u); where 
d(u) = max{d(t& d(t2), . . . 9 d(t,)l 
if u = (tI, t2, . . . , tr). 
In Section 9 we shall see the datum d is dispensable provided we make use of the 
notion “homomorphism” and, in the next section, we shall see that the datum L is, 
in part, dispensable, 
Define 
To= ‘(B)={‘(b)! k E B}, 
T i+l= Ti U C(TT), i 20. 
Then 
T&T,CT&~~~ - (2 1) . 
then (Ti+, - Ti) fI (T+, - Tj) = 8 
u l”i = ToU(T,- To)u(T2--T,)u~ 
OSiCJD 
For all t E T 
t E K r~--a d(t)G i. 
. Induction on i and Axioms 1,2. Cl 
- t cii To a d(t) = 0 
W) 
(2 3) . 
=i+l, 1’2 
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c. (T+) = T -- To. 
S. IfE z T, T&E and c(E')zE then E = T. 
* We: have not yet claimed that YB # 8 although the above assertions 
tend to suggest hat. It follows from SecxAa +’ bn 4 (as well as from Section 5) that 
%?# 0. 
2.7. We sometimes ay “t is an elerr ent of ” instead of “t is an element 
of T”. 
to unique isomorphism) of TB 
It will emerge in Section 9 that the content of this section may be regarded as 
“well known”. 
Let I’; consist of the following data: 
a set T’, 
a function L ’ : B + T’, 
a function Q’: T’+ N, 
2 function c’ : T’++ T’. 
Let 8 : T+ ‘I+’ be a function. We say 8 is a (homo)morphism from 
provided 
to T; 
L’@) = O(L (b)), for each b E B ; or, briefly, (using “diagrammatic 
order” in the notation , 0, for composition of functions), c’ = c 0 0. (3 1) . 
d(t) = d’@(t)), for each t E T; or, briefly, d = 8 4, (3 2) . 
0(::(u)) = c’(e+(u))z, for each u E T”, where if u = (tl, tZ,. . . , tJ 
then V(u) = (O(t& O(t,), . . . , O(t,)); or, briefly, c 00 = P4. (3 3) . 
e sa is an isomqhism if, in addition, is a bijection. (3 4) l 
. ere is at mosi” wze function 8 : T-+ T’ satisfying (3.1) and (3.3). 
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. Let d(i) = 0, for t E T Then it f TO i.e. for some b E B, b(b) = t. Since L is 
injective, b is unique so we may define O(a) = d(b) and so, 0(&(b)) = d(b) for each 
b E B. Now suppose 0 defined on T, (cf. Proposition 2.1) and suppose I cs’ T+, - 
?1:. Then there is a unique u E T+ such that c(u) = t so that we may define 
O(t) = c’@+(u)) and so 6(c(u)) = c’(V(u)). In this way we define 8 for- all t E T. 
oreover, it is obvious from the definition-that (3.1) and (3.3) hold. q 
Now suppose AE YB. Then, it may readily be seen that, (3.2) is satisEed as well 
so that by Lemmas 3.1, 3.2: 
8 is a unique morphism from (3 4) . 
Aooreovcr the roles of and & may be interchanged so that 
there is a unique morphism 8’ from (3 5) . 
Thus 8 0 0’ is a unique morphism from 
Likewise 0’0 0 is a unique morphism from 
follows that 8 is a bijection T + T’ and so 
and, therefore, the identity. 
nd, therefore, the identity. It 
0 is an isomorphism, and the only isomor 
More concisely, 
( 6) 3. 
It is worthwhile to observe that assuming & # fl, 
there is a structure E & such that B c T and i : F + T is the 
inclusion function i.e. is given by b(b) = b. (3 8) . 
In this case the datum L may be suppressed. 
arka.3. In as much as any two structures in J CB are (uniquely) isomorphic 
there may be contexts in which one is tempted to fail to distinguish between those 
structures. Indeed it is not unusual for mathematicians to use, in an analagous 
situation, the phrase, 
“the” GA freely generated b:r the set 
(with or without the quotes) even t 
a group freely generated by the set A 
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tomorphisms. f course, if one demands in addition 
aE , (analogous to our requirement 
ore generally, if ?I?~ 
a go into a, for each 
es the group C, and an isomorp 
e latter is also in &,pA) means a gro 
quirement hat c 0 8 
objects of %% iis cniqlbe. 
Assuming then that the elements of 63 are in L ‘5 and that a E B, * E I?, the 
following are elements of 




c(c (4) (3.13) 
c(*, a, a, c(a), c(c(a)jj 
Later on, in Section 6 for example, we will be assuming B = A U {*}, * e A. An 
additional notation that we use for A U (*}, * 6f A, is “A *“. 
e notation which was used at the end of the previous section to 
ekments of an satisfying B c 
“B -leaved root e in string form” 
ements which we will denote by: 
(large right parenthesis), ( (la c)* 
and satisfies for eat 
or eat 
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(4 1) . 
(4 2) . 
(4 3) . 
(4 4) . 
(4.5) 
(4 62 . 
We equip T, with ppropriaze structure by 
C: c(t*, t!, . . . , tr) f-4 ? 
d : T, -+ Iv, d(t) = 0 if t 
4. : B + T,, 
d(t) = 1-k max{d(Q, d(t,), . . . , d(Q) if t = c(tl, tz9 . . . . trh 
b(b)= b. 
It is easy to convince oneself’that if we t T = TS7 then the structure 
(r, I, d, c) satisfks Axioms I and 2. ?‘hus EE3B -so that &#a an 
(3 7) 
. . . 
eem nsize that the notation “ ” is for a variable wit5 iange FB 
while the notation ’ ,B” denotes a particular member of YB. 
we have described YB (in ection 2) axiomatically, it is of 
t YB may alternatively be escribed as follows: first define 
so that &, is the class of al1 ( 6, d, c) isomor 
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Fig. 5.5. Fig. 5.6. Fig. 5.7. 
Indeed these trees “correspond to”, in a sense which we presently make precise, 
the elements of any E TB respective1 escribed by (3.9~(3.15). In particular, 
these trees correspond to the elements of , B respectively described by (4.1)-(4.7). 
Let 7”’ be the set of all trees “of the kind indicated above” (more precision later). 
e define L : B + Tg by the requirement hat, for any ~2 E B, L(U) is the tree 
depicted by Fig. 5.1. We define d : T + IV by: 
d(t) is the length of the longest path in t from its root to a leaf. Thus, for the trees 
depicted by Fig. 5.1-5.7 the value of d is respectively O,O, 1, 1,2,3,2. It remains to 
define 
c : T; + Tg. 
The tree c(tl, tz, . . . , t,), r 2 1, is obtained from the trees ti, i E [r], as follows: 
draw (disjoint) copies of i’l, tS, . . . , t, in that order from left to right, 
then from a point above those of tl, t2, . . , t, draw a line to ti for 
each i E kr]. (5 1) . 
We now re-examine our “graphical form” discussion. While we have given some 
impression of what we mean by “B-leaved rooted tree in graphical forrn”, the 
description must qualify as vague. We postpone the clarification for a bit. We saict 
that the function c : --3 Tg when applied to a E B yields the tree depicted by Fig. 
51, Now, however one understand3 ““tree”, a tree t has a set u(t) of vertices (also 
ociated with it. For t = b(a) we observe (at the risk of 
g picayune) that ZJ (t) is unspecified - only its cardinality, viz. 1, is 
re prominent in the definition of c : Ts+-+ Tg. Note in 
and the reference to a “point above”. These 
trongly suggest that the operation c is defined 
rees rather than on trees. 
e a ~o~lec~io~ of isomorp sm classes of t 
ti be the isomor ism class of the tree ti (so that fi is a 
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the edges of t are of the form (vO, 
of ti and i is any element of [r]; 
leaf of ti and the label (an eleme 
the definition of t and with it t. 
(ti))) or (ai (V ), ai (V I)), where (v, v ') is an edge 
eaves of t are of the form ai (v) where v is a 
B) of ai (v) is the label of V. This completes 
For our later discussion we note that the r-rooted tree or forest (t,, t2,. . . , t,) has 
as its set of vertices and {(ai (v), ai (0')) I( v, v ') an edge of ti, i E [r]} as its set of 
ith the corrected definition of c : just given, the correction that ~(a) is 
morphism class associated with Ft,. ‘0 5.1 and the observation that t = t’ 
ies d(t) = d(t’), the structure 
ollection 7” of isomorphis 
the injection c : B + Tg, 
the function d : T’ -+ N, 
the function c : T,‘-, Tg, 
is easily seen to satisfy Axioms 1 and 2 i.e. 
B-leaved *rooted trees in graphical form. 
E &+ We calf ,B the StHACtUre Of 
For computational purposes it is desirable to have available structures whose 
elements are selec d representatives of the above isomorphism classes rather than 
the isomorphism sses themselves. Several methods of doing this are known. We 
briefly describe one of these ways.. 
Wli;: shall call I finite B-leaved rooted tree t numericalized if u(t) = [n ] for some 
positive integer n and the root of t is I. Let TnU be the set of all numericalized 
B-leaved rooted trees. We shall pick out a subset TdY C T,,, of trees t where set t)(t) 
of vertices is in (following Knuth) “dynastic order” (to be defined). For each t E Tg,. 
it will turn out, there is exactly one t’ E Tdy such that t’ - t i.e. t’ = t. 
Recall that the dtfinition of c(tl, tZ, . . . , tr) was made relative to a famiiy ol- 
injections Lyi : v(ti)+ V whose images partition V. We define c : Ti,+ T,, by 
fixing the family of injections. Specifically, to describe c it,, tz, . . . ) t,), t, E Tnu, we 
define 
Lyi :[ni]~[n,+n2+~o*+n,]= V, i E [r], where v(ti) = [Q], 
by the requirement: 
n particular, ar ,Cj 
he forest (t,, P”~, . . . ,I,) as its set of vertices. 
e tree t sbuld be 
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numeric&& case is a bit different from that passage in the non-numericalized case 
because in the latter case the root of t is VO, a “new” vertex, w ile in the former case 
the root is I. 
or the numericalized case u(t) = [I + HI + n2 + l l l + a, ts edges are 
(I, 2), (I, nl + 2), (1, nl + n2 + 3,. l . , (1, 1 -f- Q2 + l l ’ + h-1 + 2) 
and of the form 
where (j, k) is an edge of Ei and i E [r]. The reader can, no doubt, complete the 
description. 
e now define TdY as the smallest subset of T,, which contains the one element 
tree and is closed under c : TcU+ T,,. The tree t E T is said to have its set u(t) of 
vertices in dynastic order. The structure consists of 
the set Tdy, 
the injection L : B + I&, 
the function d : T& + lV, 
the function c : T&+ T&. 
oreover, Y,B E 9.. We observe too, 
isomorphic to “the” tree depicted by Fig. 5.8 satisfies 
Fig. 5.8. 
de 
t the trees in I, which are in ay alternatively be 
t), t E Ir,,, as follows 
such that d(t) = 0 is in 
an t = c(tl, t2, . . . , t,) then t E 
ore b 
Y c c = a,.*-, 5.3) 
c 
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involved than the earlier ones. e following assertion concerning membership 
provides some corn rmation. VVhere t E 
The kawings .5.1-5.7 may be rega d as examples of a s 
for variables w ange t, for some t E 
le of a systemaiic notation for denoting an 
The discussion concerning hiexarchicai A -lists (or, briefly, 
most part, derivative from sectioris 2-5. Let E = A * = A bl {*I, 
consist of the data (cf. Section 2): 
a set T, * 
an injection c : B + T, 
a function d : T -+ IV, 
a function c : T++ T. 
to consist of the following data (and define ZYA to be the 
the set L = T - L(A), 
the injection c : {*} + L, the restriction of L : 
the function d : L -+ IV, the restriction of d : T + LV, 
the function c : (A U L)‘-, L is the restriction 
(specifically, a target restriction) of c : T ‘++ T in the case that L(Q) = a for each 
a E A (so that $(A) = A and A U L = T). Pn the more general case, to obtain 
c :(A u L)++ from c : T++ T we only need to replace in (tl, t3+. . . , tr) E 
(A ‘J L)’ each c (6) and apply c I T’ --) T. 
It is easy to s3 
(l(S)) = 0. 
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satisfying Axioms 3 and 4. This requires showing that any structure 
Axicbms 3 and 4 may be modified to produce a atisfying Axioms 1, 2. 
Returning again I~G Section 2, define Li = X - ) for i 2 0. Then Lo = {L(*)} 
and &+I= Li lJC(A ULi)+, i 30. 
IMoreover, 
(6 1) . 
(6 2) . 
U Li =LOU(L~-LO)U(L,-L~)U”‘. 
OSi<w 
(6 3) . 
ithout significantly alteririg A,wemayextendc:(AUL)‘+L to 
c : (A U L )* by defining 
c(A) = b(*), 
where “A” is’ a notation (among many) for the null sequence. 
Corresponding to Proposition 2.1, we have 
. For all 1 E L 
1 E Li w d(l)S i. 
l~Loe=s d(l)=0 
1 E Li+; - Li e d(l) = i + 1, i >O. 
.L= OCi <w Lie 
inally, correspon ing to Corollary 2.5, we have 
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(6 6) . 
d+o) (6 7) . 
c(*, s a, cfa), c(W)) (6.8) 
(6 9 . 
we define the structure -Lists in graphical form to 
t of (cf. Section 5 and definition of 
Le function d : L, + iV9 the restriction of d : Tg + N, 
the function c : (A U LB) + =+ L,, the restriction of c : g’+ Tg in the case that 
+ TB is the inclusro 
larly, we may define 
the set LdY = TdY -h(A), where xB+Tdy, 
the injection c : {*}-+ Ldy, the restriction of c : 
the function d : Ld:. + IV, the restriction of d : & 4 IV, 
the function c : (A U I+,)+ + Ldy, the restriction of c : T&+ Tdy in the case that 
L : B --) TdY is the inclusion function. 
From the defi<:ition of .Z& (this section), dy.A E ZA and from 
Proposititi? 6.1 we have 
osition A a dy, A, 
an s, A 
s derived from Sections 4 and 6. aking use of we define 
*, to consist of: 
the set L, = T, - - A, 
the injection G : I*}--+ L,, the inclusion function, 
are e . s.A * 
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(7 3) . 
(7 4) . 
(7 5) . 
c(c(474~)). (7 6) . 
Since c : (A U L,)” + L, is bijective, a certain subset of B,‘,, (indeed of A S+&J is in 
bijective correspondence with (A U L,)*. This bijection may be roughly described 
as follows: in the notation we have used for describing elements of s A simultane- 
ously suppress ‘9” and repIace “*” by “( )“. This yields for (7.1)-(7.6) the 
following: 
0 (7 7) . 
(( )> (7 8) . 
(7.12) 
The notation which we have used in (7.7~(7.12) to describe some of the elements 
in the subset of A,‘,, in bijective correspo,ndence with (A U L,)* exemplifies the 
Yist notation” of LISP except possibly for differences in type font and commas 
instead of blanks. 
c I?- es i for eq, B 
y “A -List in sequential form” we mean A -List, as defined in the Introduction. 
produce the structure seq.A derivatively from an 
ective 1 is to define the structure 
. Corresponding to reposition I.1 we 
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i 30, 
. The structure consists of the following data: 
T defined by Pro 
inclusion function c : 
epth function d : T --, N satisfying, 
d(t) = 0 if t E )=i+l if tEK+l- 
function c : T+ -3 7’ satisfying, 
c(u)= u, where u E T+. 
t may be verified that eq,B satisfies Axioms 1 and 2, i.e. eq,B E TB- 
seq, A = (L, d, d, C ) fl-0X-E q. BY we follow the procedure which, 
perhaps, is now familiar - EXCEPT for one modification significant for controver- 
sies which have raged over the st tus of “NIL” which is our 3”. The modification 
is this: we replace in B the atom, *, by the null sequence, A = ( ), to obtain the set 
L of A -Lists. The reason for the modification is to make L “homogeneous” in the 
sense that all its elements are finite sequences. Consult last paragraph of Section 9 
for more detail. 
This discussion also t(Juches on another controversy viz. concerning the question, 
qualify as a List”. According to our efinitions, a E is a 
ed tree (as well as an A-leaved rooted ee) in sequential form but 
not an A-List. Consult, however, last paragraph of Section 9. 
Corresponding to (7.1)-(7.6) via the isomorphism eq B r&he the following . 
elements of eq.B: 
* (8 1) . 
0 * 
CC. Elgot, L. Snyder 
(8 7) . 





We do not have to base our discussion on a set theory which has 
i.e. non-sets without elements, and take “atom” to mean “urele- 
me&‘. To this end we show (Proposition 8.2) that if we de&e an atom to be an 
ordered pair whose first member is the empty set 0, then an atom is not a finite 
sequence. Thus a set of the form {@) ?! M, where A4 is any set, becomes a set of 
atoms. 
. &For any set M, no element in (0) X M is a finite sequence. 
Suppose (0, m) = ({O}, (0, m}} = ((1, x), (2, y), l . .}. Since 0 E (8) n {S, m}, we 
must have 0 F (1, x), i.e. 0 = {I} or 0 = (2, x}, which contradicts the supposition. 0 
The interested reader mat’ verify the following Proposition. e 
3. For the L and T of this section we haue: 
(ii) if (A 9 X)* c X then L C 
(iii) L a’s the smallest set sat&sing either 
(A U L ]I* = L or (A uL)*cL, 
(iv) B U T+ = T, 
(v) if B U X+ C X then T C X, 
(vi) T is the smallest set satqymg eitk 
=T or u T“ cz; T. 
TCVIOUS discussion of this section: 
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eturning now to the quote in footnote 3, Section 1: t e reference to “‘Lists may 
disjoint)” presumably is exemplified by (8.12) 
e same viz. (8.9). This is bein contrasted, again 
resumably, with the fact that the first subtree (the tree below t e left successor of 
the root if the tree is pictured with the root on top, cf. Fig. 8.1) of tz is disjoint from 
he emphasis, however, may be misleading since the isomorph- 
g,A associates with an A -List an isomorphism class of trees as 
to a single tree and the isomorphism classes of the first and second 
cubtrees of f2 are the same viz. tt. Via the unique isomorphism seq, A a dy.A the 
ue ux ((a), (a )) corresponds to the tree t3 depicted by Fig. 8.1. 
Fig. 8.1 
In dy,A We have c(t4, t5) for unique t4, ts. orevoer, t4 = t5, which again 
icates that it may be misleading to emphasize the contrast mentioned above. The 
te also says “Lists . . . may even be recursive ( tain themselves)“. This, 
apparently, is a reference (among others) to the “ )” example about which 
we’ve already commented in the Introduction. 
ati 
ith each structure 
I 
B* 
’ :_!z A, 
(defined in Section 2) we associate a structure 
consisting of the following data: 
the set T, 
2% C.C. Eigot, L. Enyder 
It should be obvious that the function, call it /3, 
is a bijection between the class J CB and the class of structures 
(I-, c, d, cl, ~2, ~3,. . .) 
xioms 1 and 2’. 
tion now for showing that the datum d of fi is “dispensable”, let 
consist of the following data: 
a set U, 
a function c, : U’ --, U, for each r a 1. 
e take it for granted that the following is “well known”. 
and jbr any function f : --) U, there is a 
such that the following ngle commutes 
i.e. f = L 0 h. 
In the case that the injection c : B + I?’ is the inclusion function, Proposition 9.1 
takes the simpler, more familiar, form. 
and for any function f : B -3 U, there is a unique 
In the above “h is a homomorphism” means “for r a % and for each u E T’, 
h (cr (u)) = cr (h (k(j)“, where h(u) abbreviates (h (t,), h(t2), . . . , h (tr)) if u = 
(t t I, 2, . . . , t, ); sannilarly for c, (u ). 
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erstood object (in does not appear to fit the general 
as w together with the nature of the 
and tion” is the simpler of the two 
notions. Perhaps the emphasis hould be on A, where B iS a 
*-pointed set, i.e. the case where the set B is replaced by (B, 2~) where I3 is a set and 
A *, be a *-pointed set and let B’ = An be a A -pointed set. 
’ may be extended to a bijection (indeed an isomorphism - 
A -Lists (in sequenti 
eq.B. The e!lementS of 
“zugmented A -Lists” or A -Lists in “the augmented sense”. 
eq,B’ by deleting the elements of A and appropriately restricting 
&Q dv c of rseq, B ’ w 
elatin 
Given the finite sequence (aI, a2,. . . , a,), n 3 0, cli E A, it is well known that 
there are systematic ways of correlating with such sequences of length 2 2 
“hierarchical A -pairs”. Gre we use “pair” to mean “ordered pair” and ‘%mpIe 
-List” or “linear A -List” to mean an element of A *. One such correlation may 
indicated by t e following examples: 
(al, a2) i-t+ (at, a2A (10.1) ’ 
(a, a2, a3) b+ (a, (a2, a3h (10.2) 
( al, a2, a3, 4) 19 (al, (az, (a3, a4))). 
re is no correlate fo 
ence (al, a2,. . . , a,, *)E 
S 
i ace in a 
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(10.7) 
e would like to provide for a correlate o ( ) E A * as well. The following is an 
obvious candidate 
( ) I-b ;t, (10.8) 
d be noted, if, for example, is a set of atoms, the correlate of ( 
8) viz. tk, is not an ordered pair, in constrast ith the other correlates. 
atso be noted that the functional correlation indicate by (10.4)-(10.8) is 
rejective. 
In Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory there is a distinction between an 
ordered pair of elements of A and a finite sequence of elements of A of length 2. 
hiie this r’istinction may well be regarded as not conforming to the intuitive 
notions involved it need not be a cause of concern. So far as our present discussion 
is concerzted, this means in place of hierarchica A -pairs in the above discussion, we 
may use :.nstead hierarchical A -Lists of length two. This yields in place of (10.4) and 
(IOS), for example, 
(a, a2) t+ (a, (a2, *)), ('10.9) 
(a,, a2, as) b+ (al, (a2, ?b *)))* (10.10) 
The irrjective correspondence between A + and hierarchical A *-pairs extends to 
an injective correspondence between A -Lists and hierarchical A *-pairs. 
(A rationale for the use of * in the “*-appending map” which takes ala2a3 into 
a1a2a3* for example, is this: ‘w’ marks the end of the “string” - rather than a 
blank space “marking” the end.) 
sely parallels that of previous ections t
consist of the following data (cf. 
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ere is a unique (pt,p2) f P2 such that 
) = 1 + max(d (PI), d &)). 
Let iPB be the Glass of structures 
provide the definition of two structu 
e assume the reader can 
E c$#, A E PB then there is exactly one isomor,ohism 
y analogy with Section 5 the reader may provide the de-Gnitions of
y,B e PB and by a alogy with Section 8, eq,B E g.5 SO that 
oroll~ry 1 eq,B zs 
The definitions and results following Axiom 2, Section 2, also have analogues for 
,s and p,p1,p2 as in Axiom 11.2, we refer to pl (resp. p2) as 
thd first (resp. second) subtree of p. 
Writing “CT” instead of “c” for the construction function c : T 
writing “cP ” ins? 2ad of “c ” for the construction function c : P2 + P of 
a function in the case B = A * 
(11.1) 
by induction on d(t) aqd she length 1 CT’(t)/ c\f c F’(t), d(t) > 0, where t E T a;; 
follows: 
A(@)) = c(b), (11.2) 
(tI), b(*)) if t = c&l), (11.3) - 
(t’)), where t = cT(tl, t2, l l . , h), (11‘4) 
t’ = CT(L?,***, t,,,) and P 2 
0 justify the in uctive definition notice t 
< r + 1 = /c;‘(t)/ an arlicular, for ai E 
( ( CT 
i.e. 
cd cp al,cP ( 
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Fig. 11.1. A-correspondent of (a,, a2, aa). 
SimiIarly, for A (cT(cT (a), c*(a))) we obtain Fig. 11.2. 
Fig. 11.2. d-correspondent of ((a), (a)). 
and corresponding to (3.14) we obtain Fig. 11.3. 
Fig. 11.3. d -correspondent of (( ), 
A function f applied t 
often fx (as ;lell as other notations). 
an argument x is often writte 
n the case that f = A and x E 
important to make clear what, for example, A((@) means. 
I be convenient to make the following definition. An 
as the secoptd subtree property if either d(p) = 0 or both 
ning wit?7 a non-leaf vertex ter 
n an element of 
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?E and d(t)> 0 and if 
pat eginning with the root of p and en 
the number of non-leaf vertices enccunt 
is the ith vertex encountered in the seco 
of Vi is the A -corresondent of the 
t = CT(t1, t2, . . ..Q. I" 2 1, then 
A(t,) * 
Fig. 11.4. A(t). 
The elements of A are the elements t E such that d(t) > 0 together with e(*). 
ence 
1.7. Tke restricted function A : is injec?kx? ; moreover, p E p E 
) c_rS p is an A .-leaved binary tree such that eithe? 
(a) d(p) > 0 crd p satisfies the second subtree property, or 
(b) d(p) = 0 and p’s only vertex is labelled *. 
Let Baug be as in Section 4. We define P, to be the smallest subset of ( 
contains B a.nd s 
if pi E PSR i E [2], then SO is the string c 
he set PS may be equipped with appropriate structure to produce 
E PB. 
(4 7) . we ave the followin 
a 
5 e are i er for the we of t ” in this connection. 
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(12.5) 
c(*,c(a,c(u,c(c(u,*),c(c(c(a,* 
. c (C (a, *), c (c (a, *), *)). 
(12.6) 
(12.7) 
The function aug)+ roughly described by “suppress W in the notation 
used in (R2.1)-(1 injective and thus provides an abbreviated 




6, 9 (12.10) 
(12.11) 
(12.12) 
(5 (a9 (a, ((a9 *)9 (((a, *), *), *))))J (12.l3) 
((a, *), ((a, 99 *)>I* (12.l4) 
If we take to be the set of “atoms” of LISP then (12.8)-(12.14) exemplifies the 
“S-expressions” of LISP e:ucept for dots Instead of commas and variations in type 
fent. In view 0 et of examples on p. 4 of [6] which assert certain equalities 
an S-expression of LISP should be understood to denote 
As ie have seen, when B := A * and * = NIL, certairl of the 
te hiezarchical A -lists. Thus the equalities alluded to above’ 
have the following character: an A-List dcsctibed a list nirtation is the same 
A -List as the one “to the right” described via an 
e may define in 
srl(Cdp1, p2)’ = p1, r2(c(p*, p*$) = p2* 
us ml and r2 are defined on 
en i 
1 = car, 772 == cdr, c = cons. 
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Fig. 13.1. 
The three rectangles of Fig. 13.1 are intended to be correlated with ar,y three 
storage locations of machine memory (for any given machine) w ile each right hand 
uare of each of the recta s (except he last) is supposed to contain a “name” of 
z location to which it 
To emphasize how well Fig. 13.1 correlates with Fig. 11.1, we employ a 
cation, Fig. 13.2, of Fig. 13.1. In Fig. 13.2, “zQ’, “v~“, “~1~” denote the 
af vertices of (any tree in the range of) Fig. 11.1 in “second subtree order”. 
Fig. 13.2. 
The correlation between Fig. 11.1 and Fig. 13.2 may be extended to a correlation 
between all A-Lists in “binary tree form” and analogues to Fig. 13.2. For example, 
we correlate with Fig. 11.2, Fig. 13.3 below, where the subscripts correspond to the 
dynastic ordering of the vertices. 
“2 “6 
Fig. 13.3. 
Using the “pckrting mode” rather than the “linguistic mode” we correlate with 
Fig. 11.2, Fig. 13.4. 
Fig. 13.4. 
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1. The lack of articulateness concerning Yist” in the sense of LIS l The concept 
is hierarchical - l inductive - in nature and the literature concerning the 
concept is not su ntly explicit and clear. 
2. The many discussions concerning: null sequence? 
q,B, where B = A,, * is an atom while in atom * has been 
“replaced” by the null sequence, A. Thus we shed sharply the two 
possible roles of “NIL” : NIL = * or NIL = A. itself is seemingly ambiguous 
on this point. Perhaps what is intended is this: “ ” is an atom while 
NIL=( )=‘A. 
3. The role of atoms. We have seen (Objective 2, Section 8) that an atom may be 
d as a set having, a certain property. 
to make precise, for example, the sense in which an A -List 1 in Lscq,A 
“corresponds to” a finite A *-leaved tree t in g,,+ Namely, the mechanism is to 
&A as similar algebraic structures which “turn out to be” uniquely 
an an’alogue of a notational distinction em loyed in connection 
with functions, e.g. 
f 
A-B 
a L b, a E A, b E I?, 
we may write for “isomorphism” and “correspcnds to via the isomorphism” 
5. Tiib &notations of the S-expressions of LIS . Namely, they denote hierarchi- 
cal -pairs, where is the set of atom:j of ISP (which includes “NIL”). 
the cons, car, cdr functions of LISP ihave been seen to be the familiar functions 
d with ordered1 pairing. 
w the familiar partial correlation (cf. Section 10) between finite sequences 
of elements of A an hierarchical A -pairs has been modified in computer science 
to a complete correlation between 
rical interpretatio~‘~ as a tree- 
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h-images of the here is a “canonical” injection 
modification of orrelation between finite se 
oreover, the i has been characterized via a simple geometrical 
property. 
[Before closing one remark a out the significance, in r discussion, of “unique 
rely “isdmorphism”. use the notion “free 
” as an example (cf. em& 3.3). Suppose we write x I-+ y if there exists 
%A and an isomorphism 
equivalence relation on uSA and al 
redefine x F_( y to mean there 
ding the identity furtction 012 A which takes x E 
&Al equivalence relation on U%L but this time with the property: for each 
E %A, x E G, there exists a unique y E such that x /-+ y ; in particular, 
aIt-!a2 * al = a2, where al, a2 E A.] 
We thank Arniz osenberg and Jim Thatcher for their helpful comments on the 
Introduction. We psrticularly thank the referee for his careful scrutiny of, extensive 
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